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I came across Dead Girls No Mothers by Rosalind Sullivan Lovett on New Play Exchange and
upon reading it, immediately hit the inquire button. As I read the one act play, I was inspired by
the stories that the characters were telling and the uniqueness of each character.
Dead Girls No Mothers has the characters: Cordelia from King Lear, Desdemona from Othello,
Lavinia from Titus Anthorious, and Ophelia from Hamlet all speaking about their deaths and the
fact that they all die because or at the hands of men. The text is composed of monologues where
they all get a turn and while they are always their characters, when not one woman saying the
monologue, they operate in a greek chorus.
I find that I am interested in plays that utilize ensemble work, monologue work, and movement. I
am interested in dancing and this play has Lavinia tell her whole story using sign language. I am
interested in pieces that will challenge me. I am frequently looking for playwrights who identify
as women or non-binary that tell a story that causes me to think about my life a little differently
and/or that tells strong stories about those who identify as women. This play encompasses
everything that I look for in a play to direct. I knew it would be a challenge due to the no budget
that I am given in the Red Door Play Festival and lack of department support in terms of faculty.
At Muhlenberg, this play was in the Red Door Play Festival which is a fantastic opportunity for
new directors to get a chance to put on a play without any help. This means that the director is in
charge of every decision: costumes, projections, sound, and it really allows you to take notice of
every detail. This was my third Red Door play as part of the festival and my fourth play in the
Red Door overall. Earlier in the semester, I was given the opportunity to Assistant Direct The
Importance of Being Earnest on the mainstage, so I was grateful once that was finished, to leap
right into another project back in the Red Door Fall 2019 semester.
One of the ways that I prepare to direct a show, besides reading it nearly twenty times and doing
research (this show required A LOT of research on my end and the casts as we had to read the
plays once again to truly understand the characters), I create a playlist and get inspired from
music that fits into the show or connects in some way. During the first rehearsal, I play bits and
pieces of this playlist for the cast, even if it is not something that is used during the show. I
believe that music has the power to really set a tone for a creation.
In terms of staging and concept, no one would leave the stage the whole time. When they are not
telling their story, they are activity listening or taking a role within the one speaking story to
illustrate what she is saying more clearly. Projections would tell the audience who was speaking
when they started their monologue and also during the sign language part, would give english
subtitles. The pre-show music was wind chimes in the rain. I used this music during transitions,
even while they were talking, and at the end, as this wind chime sound represents the in between
world of death and living.
My REHEARSAL PROCESS;
I started with a read through and then asked questions and we just had a discussion for about two
hours after the read through where we discussed the choices the playwright made and why that
was. Then I staged the prologue. Then I called each actor individually the following week just to
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work on the text and continue some of the conversations we had. After getting the groundwork
laid out, I start the movement. I started individually with each actor and then after a rehearsal or
two with each actor, added the chorus in as they are always on stage moving the story along.
PROLOGUE:
I came up with my own original prologue where I was interested in exploring this ritual of death.
My cast and I talked about whether these women were given a proper burial or were even laid to
rest. The four characters walk out from behind the curtain in the darkness in front of the
projections which read the title of the play. The music starts and they stand there staring down
the audiences, their bodies having a slight glow around them from the projection screen. The
music was “Long and Lost” by Florence and the Machine. As the music lyrics asks, “is it too late
to come on home?” The prologue music starts and the women make slow eye contact with each
other, realizing that they are not alone, but there are others. Then one at a time they choose one
person to look at and they push her to the ground and cover her in a white sheet. They then put
roses on top of her and light a candle at a feet. This repeats four times with each woman aiding
each other in their deaths. The only one who is left must do this ritual all herself and gets no
flowers. This is Ophelia as she commits sucicide so it is her own choice to die. Then the song
ends and there is silence before they each rise up in the darkness and only the lights at their feet
flickering before asking how it was like to die. They talk about their deaths and if it hurt and then
the dialogue ends and goes back into the loud rain chimes and the lights go to the bright as there
is a scene change into Cordelia's world. (I like scene changes to be well choreographed and
prefer to do them with the lights up and make them part of the play instead of hiding them).
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CORDELIA:
I had the most trouble with Cordelia as she was the character that I knew the least about as I had
not read King Lear until selecting the play with this character. With this background knowledge,
her monologue began to make sense and I could figure out movement with the actor, Juliette,
who also has a background in dancing so her movement was very graceful. In this monologue,
there is a lot of describing what happened to her so I wanted to find a way to bring it to life. I
used the chorus to illustrate a lot of what was being said. For example, there is a moment when
Cordelia is describing her sister as a “sick fuck,” who punched her and is had the chorus recreate
this image by Juilette saying it in one of the chorus members faces. Cordelia then says that she
fell and so she took a bow and her father died laughing so the chorus members laughed their way
back to their spots to recreate this scenario with the soundscore from the memory.
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Another moment in Cordelia's monologue that really stood out to me was the Dead March. She
says that this is the way it always ends: in a dead march. The Chorus then stood behind Cordelia
as they all sang a song before Cordelia fell down in a trust fall on the ground. She then asks, “is
it better to be a dead girl or a dead clown?” The Chorus does now know the answer and shrugs
before leaving Cordelia on the ground alone. Then Cordelia pops up and gets excited about being
her fathers jester. She puts clown makeup on her face and comes up with a plan that will keep
her from her fate. As she says at the end, “My father is too old to mourn me and I’m too young to
die. I won’t do it. I refuse,” as she stands on a chair covered in red clown makeup, degraded but
never losing her resolve for life.
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DESDEMONA:
Desdemona is an interesting character because this was the story that all audience members
knew. The scene change from Cordelia into Desdemona was she commands the chorus ladies to
set up her bed with sheets and a pillow. I set it up this way since Desdemona is suffocated with a
pillow by Othello and she was rather wealthy so the chorus ladies are Desdemona’s ladies in
waiting. They set up the bed (yes, the black pillow was on purpose) then curtsey as she passes
and Desdemona takes a seat on the bed as she launches into her story. Now, we are in her world.
The most interesting things that the actor playing this part and I talked about was that even
though Othello kills her, Desdemona never blames him in the monologue or is even a little bit
upset at him, instead she is mad at the things the chorus are saying. There is a line she has that
“sometimes it is better to let old men gasp over your life then listen to it.” We took a lot of time
dissecting this line because the actor was having trouble understanding how you can be killed by
your husband and not angry about it. We came to the conclusion that Desdemona in this
particular take of her is in denial. Then, once we had this mutual understanding, the blocking
became Desdemona trying to get the chorus ladies to understand where she is coming from as
she argues with them about her husband and her love for him. At the end of the monologue, she
has a line that “you pray things are better for the next girl.” I asked Desdemona to really take the
time to look at each character and make eye contact before saying this line facing out. I wanted
her to really see them for the first time.
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LAVINIA:
Lavinia’s monologue is done 95% through sign language. I was really lucky to find an actor who
was not only talented in sign language and also a mover but also a really talented actor. I decided
to have her standing straight center facing the audience and just telling her story through this
beautiful form of movement and language. We worked a lot with the stage manager and the actor
to figure out cues for the projections that I made. I was asked during rehearsal from the actors if
there would be music underneath the signing as this section runs about ten minutes and I decided
from the beginning that this part must be done in silence. I love to lean into silence as a director.
I wanted the audience to sit in the discomfort of the story of what happened to Lavinia (the most
violent of the four) and to experience this form of communication that many of them do not have
much experience with. It also causes the audience to really lean into their other senses when one
(hearing) is not being used. Many audience members really leaned in, trying to get closer, during
this part even though there was nothing to hear.
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OPHELIA:
Ophelia calls for water and buckets of water. However, as this play was part of a festival, I had to
figure out how to do this in a way that would not cause a complete and utter mess but would still
allow the water to happen. I bought a blow up kiddie pool and stored it in my dorm room (oh the
joys!). This way, every time Ophelia was to pour water herself to represent the drowning, she
stepped into the blue kiddie pool which caught most of the water. Ophelia’s movement really just
fell into place surrounding this big motion of gearing up for the spectacle of the water pouring.
Ophelia also required lots of table work as the script takes a strong take on her sucide and so I
wanted that represented within the play. My favorite moment in Ophelia’s monologue was when
she is talking about how she is always painted a nymph or a drowned angel. She says, “I’d really
like to just be dead. Not fuckably dead.” She creates the movement of a nymph and drowned
angel in her body before dropping it to say this line to the audience. It’s this idea that even
though Ophelia commits sucide, she is still painted as beautiful and this way of death is
romanticized. I love how the script goes into this and points it out as it is a way that I have never
thought of this character. Ophelia steps into the pool at the end and says that she can hear her
brothers voice, faintly. Then she sees the other ladies surrounding her and says good night.
During this, the music playing was Jackie Evanco singing as she sounds like an angel. With the
water still streaking the ground, we go to black.
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